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This document gathers successful placemaking stories from Bulgaria and Norway to build an

understanding of how communities are interconnected with their public spaces and their sense

of shared ownership of their cities and its public spaces as part of the project "Neighborhood

Democracy in Urban Communities". Based on desk research and interviews with placemakers

from Bulgaria and Norway, we investigated the main placemaking trends in both countries, and

identified challenges and opportunities for placemaking. We hope you will enjoy wandering

through this document and we hope these placemaking stories inspire you, like they have

inspired us, to connect to people and public places in a new way.
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WHAT IS THE "NEIGHBORHOOD
DEMOCRACY IN URBAN COMMUNITIES"
PROJECT? 

The project “Neighborhood Democracy in Urban Communities”, funded by Active Citizens

Fund through a European Economy Area Grant, aims to enhance the civic space in

Bulgaria’s urban communities through democratic participation of the public in the

development of public spaces, the concept of placemaking and the promotion of local

community policies in public administrations. By organizing interventions with citizens’

participation, capacity building of NGOs and municipal employees, the project will lay the

foundations for a democratic dialogue at the local and national level, boost neighborhood

democracy in local communities, inspire citizens to participate in the political processes at

the local level and encourage trust between members of the community. The project will

mainly contribute to (1) national policies and regulations, influenced by NGOs, and (2) local

policies and regulations, issued by the local authorities and local governments, influenced

by NGOs.

As part of this project, we plan to involve 2 cities and 2 towns in Bulgaria. In the cities, our

focus will be 6 marginalized urban zones, whereas in the towns we will target 4

disadvantaged communities through the help of the local NGOs. Through the inclusion of

NGOs, municipalities and communities, the project will contribute to each participating

city’s process of law enforcement and citizens’ participation.
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PROJECT IMPACT
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COMMUNITES

PUBLIC
AUTHORITIES

CIVIC
ORGANISATIONS 

PLACEMAKING

 
Empowerment and community

engagement. 

Active citizenship and entrepreneurial

mindset.

 

Mindset: understanding the need for

community input.

Transparent and simple procedures for public

engagement.

Open for partnerships and cooperation.

Moderating between communities and public

authorities.



BG Be Active is a Bulgarian non-governmental organization that promotes

active citizenship and community engagement in projects related to

placemaking, place management, physical activity, healthy lifestyle and

littering prevention by organizing awareness-raising campaigns, educational

activities and partnership-building projects. The organization works at local

level, national and international level, using placemaking as a means to urban

development.

https://www.bgbeactive.org/

@bg_beactive

@BGBEACTIVE
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Nabolagshager is a Norwegian social enterprise that works with the social

aspects of sustainable, urban development. As social entrepreneurs, we work

with people, planet, and profit to make cities greener and more social. In our

work we participate in research projects and conduct social programming,

while also obtaining funding from our services and products. Nabolagshager

has been working with community projects, placemaking, youth job creation

and the circular economy since 2013.

 https://nabolagshager.no/

 @nabolagshager
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WHAT IS PLACEMAKING?

Placemaking strategies and processes for co-creation build on more than 40 years of

experience in 47 countries. The placemaking process centralizes the human need for

prosperity, sociability and security. Placemakers work towards success by offering

concrete tools to incorporate all stakeholders that are involved in a public space, and by

working towards a solution together with those stakeholders (Bradley et al., 2019). 

Placemaking started to become a movement in the 1960’s when Jane Jacobs and William

H. Whyte aimed to design cities for people instead of the modernist idea of car-cities. In

the 1990s the non-profit organisation Project for Public Spaces (PPS) from New York

began using the term “placemaking” to describe their approach of building communities

around a place. Placemaking invites people to collectively reimagine and reinvent public

spaces as the heart of every community. 

PLACEMAKING FOR DEMOCRACY

Within the current democratic political systems, power is concentrated in the hands of the

few and leaves many feeling powerless because of very weak connections between

decision-makers and the public. Globalization and urbanization have led to public

services that often feel unresponsive to people’s needs, and “in doing ‘to’ people rather

than ‘with’ them, these services fail to benefit from their lived experience and the assets

people can bring to tackle problems affecting them (Involve, 2022).” Communities thus

need to become key players in local political life. Enabling people to be engaged and

empowered to affect the environment in which they live, work , and/or play can lead to

increased social affiliations, enhanced health and well-being, and eventually less

inequality and better economic prospects (Wolff and De-Shalit, 2007). In Eastern

European countries, including Bulgaria, due to post-communist trauma, local community

development often advances in a sluggish and fragmented way. 
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Local governments continue to have strong and gratuitous authority over their

communities, and residents distance themselves from decision-making. With a solid

modern legislative basis integrated into the EU legal framework, the implementation and

scrutiny mechanisms turn out to be sophisticated and inadequate for reality.

Improvements in local communities are largely dependent on the local authorities'

goodwill and desire for cooperation.

Following communist rule, democracy can be

perceived as wicked and manipulative. This vision

permeates political behavior and remains the

underlying cause for the eventual abstention from

public life. The majority of people who have not

been in touch with concrete initiatives do not

believe civic activism can help solve problems

(2015 report on citizen participation in Bulgaria).

This project therefore rests on the principle that

politics should start locally, and when people are

encouraged to be involved in activities in the

community that they are familiar with and that

they care about, they will begin to feel more in

control of their local environment– leading

eventually to wider engagement, empowerment,

and trust. According to P. Dunleavy, “macro-

institutions [elections, party competition, rule of

law] are governed by detailed rules, regulations,

minor organisational norms and cultural practices.

These practices and processes [‘micro-

institutions’] – are ‘enduring patterns of

organisation and behavior that constrain actors

through ‘rules, practices and narratives’ (Lowndes

and Roberts), only at a far smaller scale than their

macro counterparts. P H O T O :  B G  B E  A C T I V E



Examples of such micro-institutions could include the many different administrative

provisions that support free and fair elections, or diverse discrete practices embodied in

the standing orders of Parliament. Such microinstitutions are often ‘small’, inconspicuous

or even invisible to many outside observers but they can have major implications.”

Civic society in Bulgaria currently falls short in small community initiatives that enable local

residents’ voices through participation mechanisms and to prompt neighborhood

democracy in order to influence democratic ‘micro-institutions’ on the local level. The

Neighborhood Democracy in Urban Communities project thus situates placemaking

initiatives as a part of efforts to enhance grassroots participation, community

empowerment, and local voices in democratic dialogue with public actors. 

In the context of local democracy, the Project for Public Spaces (PPS, 2013) advocates for

place governance: a “citizen-centered model for [solving] human problems with design

solutions… [where] officials endeavor to draw more people into the civic decision-making

process… By positioning public spaces at the heart of action-oriented community dialog

this process can lead to a shift in thinking about citizenship by re-framing [it] as an on-

going, creative collaboration between neighbors.” Accordingly: “If the dominant

framework for understanding citizenship today is passive, with citizens ‘receiving’

government services and being ‘given’ rights, then we need to develop affirmative cultures

around citizen action… Equitable places are not given, they are made collaboratively.” 
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Placemaking can in its ideal form

thus be understood as a

collaborative process which

enables local voice and can

increase local empowerment

within a wider context. Successful

placemaking projects are

financially, socially, and

environmentally sustainable, and

can have spill-over effects into

the wider political context. 
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PLACEMAKING
IN BULGARIA

Bulgaria’s socialist and centralized planning history left a strong structural and

psychological legacy within the country. Identical complexes of washed out blocks

pervade the capital Sofia, but with very good public transportation connections and a

large amount of green space in the city. Another legacy of centralized control in Bulgaria

is that the state of citizen participation in Bulgaria is low (UNDP 2001), due largely to a

lack of trust in institutions. Public development has historically been tightly controlled by

the public sector, but over the last ten years there has been a slow opening to input from

more stakeholders. As an alternative to state planning, the NGO sector grew quickly at the

end of the cold war, but these typically grew in response to external demands and the

need for jobs for intellectuals, rather than in response to internal citizens’ needs (UNDP,

2001). The result is the development of an NGO sector that may be isolated within

professional circles and more focused on meeting the requirements of external actors

such as EU donors and international NGOs, rather than their responsibilities to their

domestic constituencies (see Abrahamsen, 2000). The process of institutionalization of

these NGOs may also have marginalized informal groups and networks that are closer to

their domestic constituencies (for example religious groups, parent groups, and welfare

associations). Thus when citizens do participate actively, they tend to participate as

individuals rather than through mediating institutions such as NGOs.
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This lack of trust in mediating institutions is problematic because a mediator is needed to

make participation efficient for more people, and to bring more voices to the central

government (UNDP, 2001).  

Placemaking projects at the local level are interesting cases to evaluate within this

context, since placemaking methods can ideally bring together diverse groups of actors to

work together on local level problems, and to build trust in civic organizations because the

project can respond to citizen input in a clear and timely manner with concrete action.

Within the Bulgarian context, placemaking thus provides an opportunity to change

entrenched conflicts and lack of trust between citizens, public officials and

administration, and civic organizations.  

So far, the trend in Placemaking in Bulgaria is moving from the socialist past of ‘big

infrastructure’ projects, towards smaller projects in public spaces, with more active

involvement of local citizens and stakeholders. In one demonstrative case, local planners,

architects, landscape architects, sociologists, psychologists, artists, anthropologists, and

journalists came together to brainstorm ideas and build a vision in a demonstration

placemaking workshop focused on the central plazas and parks surrounding the National

Palace of Culture in Sofia. This was then made into a large map, which was put out for

public input and covered by the Bulgarian National News Service helping to disseminate

information and connect more diverse citizens to placemaking initiatives and strategies

(Madison, 2011).
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Since joining the EU in 2007, and further development of the NGO sector since around

2011, there have been more examples of ‘Placemaking’ (or urban interventions) in Sofia,

which are slowly becoming more frequent. These are often small-scale interventions and

initiators from the local neighborhoods identify themselves positively as urban activists

rather than ‘placemakers’ (Brand and Stam, 2018). These projects are mostly driven by

younger Bulgarians, who have little memory of ‘the old way’ of doing things, and are

demanding more involvement in the development of the places in which they live and

work. 
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PLACEMAKING
IN NORWAY

Norway is a relatively young nation, having only gained full independence from Sweden in

1905. However, the country has more than 200 years of democratic tradition since the

Constitution of Norway was signed in 1814. Norway, a country known for egalitarianism and

flat power-structures, is also known for their public right to roam the countryside

(‘Allemannsretten’, translated as ‘everyone’s rights’). This law, established in 1957, allows

everyone to roam free on uncultivated land, and in a country with only 2,2% arable land,

this leaves vast areas open as public space where people are free to hike, camp, ski, pick

wild berries and mushrooms, etc. This concept of lack of borders or fences is deep within

the Norwegian psyche, and directly impacts the way the population views and

experiences public spaces in cities.

The capital city, Oslo, has had a small population until recently - the city has doubled in

size from 1950 to today. Additionally, Norway was a relatively poor country up until the oil

discovery fifty years ago. Even twenty-five years ago, Oslo had very few restaurants or

‘third places’ (places of use outside of home and work) besides churches. The recent

wealth and sudden spike in salaries has changed the way in which Oslo residents use the

city - from going ‘ut på tur’ (out on a walk) with no purpose other than to walk, to now

seeking out restaurants or entertainment on foot or public transit. 
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Oslo’s urban planning itself closely reflects the societal value placed on “allemannsretten”

and the design of public spaces within the city also reflects the love of barrier-free spaces.

This can be seen in the design of the iconic Oslo Opera House with its climbable rooftop

used as public space. The city’s push towards car-free parts of the city center can also be

understood as “allemannsretten” - removing cars and providing more public space gives

everyone, regardless of car ownership, the freedom to roam more. 

In Norway, there is a high level of trust for each other, as well as a high degree of trust in

the government and belief in the welfare state. Citizens in Norway pay relatively high taxes

and the government spends a lot of money on public projects such as schools, healthcare

and generous unemployment benefits. However, the population of the city of Oslo is

changing. As of 2020, about 33% of Oslo’s population has an ethinic background that is not

Norwegian. Many of these residents have different cultural attitudes towards the

government, the welfare system and the use of urban public spaces. In addition, these

populations are typically not as economically privileged as ethnic Norwegians. 
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As the City of Oslo increasingly invests in public spaces within the city due to an increasing

population and an intensive use of the outdoor spaces, placemaking has become a very

popular approach to ensure that everyone has a voice when it comes to shaping the future

of the city. Under the JPI Urban Europe “PlaceCity”, we found out that placemakers in

Norway have different understandings and definitions of the term, most likely because of

the recent emergence of the term. The earliest mention of placemaking in Oslo dates back

to 1998, when the architect and urban planner Gehl worked on creating more sitting places

and space for pedestrians at Akker Brygge (Gehl and Svarre 2013). In Stavanger, social

sustainability and placemaking principles have been applied in urban development and

planning since 2002. Placemaking was introduced in Bergen when Fred Kent from the

Project for Public Spaces (PPS) visited Norway in 2005. Despite the inconsistency in how the

term is understood, there is a shared understanding that people are at the heart of

placemaking. Their needs, wishes, resources, local knowledge and engagement with each

other and with the place is what shapes and becomes placemaking. Participation is central

to placemaking processes and people’s ownership of a place is essential for success.

Simple, short-term, and low-cost solutions are very popular in Oslo because of the

remarkable impacts on shaping the neighborhoods and city. In long-term projects, often

referred to as placekeeping, complex social factors and financial sustainability play a very

important role. Top-down public sector actors, bottom-up grassroots actors and

placemaking professionals are using placemaking as an approach to create ‘better’ cities,

bridging short-term placemaking solutions and placekeeping.
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WHAT IS SUCCESS IN
THE CONTEXT OF THE
PROJECT? 

How placemaking interventions contribute to civic participation and local democracy.

What the crucial historical, cultural and contextual factors are for organising urban

initiatives.

What the current challenges and opportunities are that the project can build on to

support local projects and practitioners

Community engagement increases the likelihood that communities lead on issues that

affect them, access and use services, improve their well-being and build resilience.

Community engagement also expands the influence of local actors, facilitates the

acceptance of information and public education communications, and builds on existing

local capacities (UNICEF, 2020). Since the project posits placemaking as a means to

improve civic participation and local democracy, it is crucial to see how placemaking and

civic participation are connected. For this reason, the project team has decided to focus

on the urban initiatives that have engaged the local communities in the process and have

empowered local residents. This would allow the team to understand how communities

are interconnected with their public spaces in terms of ownership, engagement, and

partnerships and draw particular trends of participation in urban practices in Bulgaria.

Comparing trends between Norway and Bulgaria will reveal:
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WHY IS IT NECESSARY TO STUDY
SUCCESSFUL PLACEMAKING PRACTICES?
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WHAT IS SUCCESS IN
THE CONTEXT OF THE
PROJECT? 

Enhance community engagement, empowerment, and activity.

Enhance local entrepreneurship.

Lead to more cooperative civic organizations.

Our placemaking ‘Success Stories’ are those that succeed in the following long term

objectives/impacts:

Successful projects are thus those that:

1) Enhance the process of community engagement and active citizenship through enabling

increased participation, inclusion, and social connections for diverse actors; 

2) Empower communities to positively identify with where they live and have voice and

ownership within local public spaces; and 

3) Increase cooperation between diverse sectors through expanding partnerships and

communication. 

Our goal was to determine what makes a ‘successful’ placemaking initiative, in the

context of this project. We used the Theory of Change (ToC) method to clearly outline the

project’s assumptions and expected impacts, and then operationalized these desired

objectives in order to evaluate whether the selected cases have achieved them, and

understand the process/steps through which these objectives have or have not been

achieved so that we could learn lessons from what has been done and understand best

practices for the future.
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THE PROJECT?
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The process: Project leaders can clearly articulate how the project design will lead to

expected outcomes, and these include community engagement and are logically

consistent and consistent with the literature.

Participation, inclusion, and social connections: The project cooperates with

diverse actors (target groups, community leaders, a variety of stakeholders) at all

stages (planning, implementation, and evaluation), and at higher levels on the

participation ladder.

Voice: Community members are involved in the allocation of resources, had clear

roles in the project, had key issues addressed prior to the work beginning, and are

able to access project leaders and easily and safely register complaints when

needed.

Ownership and positive identification: Communities and local actors continue to

be involved in the maintenance and/or long term planning for the place, and the

place is well known for positive reasons by both locals and visitors.

Communication: The project leaders have identified a communication plan for the

project, and have clear lines of communication between diverse stakeholders (local

community actors, public actors, other civic organizations, local businesses, etc).

Success was analyzed according to the following best practices (performance):
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METHODOLOGICAL FRAMEWORK FOR
THE RESEARCH AND DATA COLLECTION

In order to have a clear and objective overview of placemaking in Norway and Bulgaria, we

began by setting the methodological framework for the research. This methodological

framework was written to be shared and replicated by other placemaking initiatives. The

full methodology is available in the annex at the end of this document. By enabling

placemakers to conduct their own research, our aim is to help initiators to reflect on their

plans and objectives–and their own roles in achieving these–as well as to understand

current trends and challenges so that they are better placed to build on the available local

opportunities. The Theory of Change methodology guided the selection and evaluation of

place-based initiatives. Based on the intended impacts of the project we first unpacked

the objectives into more measurable results, and then worked backwards to determine

what changes needed to happen for these impacts to occur. A literature review was

conducted to gather data on which variables could be expected to influence the intended

impacts. After all of these variables were identified, we looked for common themes for

categorization of the independent variables, and translated them into categories for case

selection. 

The three identified search criteria case selection were:

1.ACCESSIBILITY
Accessibility is the ability to access key decision makers and participate in decision making

processes. High accessibility with many physical interactions and face-to-face contact

between citizens and stakeholder groups can serve to sustain bottom-up planning,

increase innovation, enhance residents’ place identity, and create long term ownership of

projects. Concurrently, a variety of programming can lead to local empowerment and

collective capacity for decision-making and problem-solving (Laven et al, 2017; Lee and

Blackford, 2020; Akba and Edelenbos, 2020).
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2. PARTNERSHIPS
Partnerships are agreements made between organizations to collaborate on a specific

project, place, or activity. Ideally, partnerships entail clear roles for partners and are

inclusive of a wide range of stakeholder groups and backgrounds. A collaborative approach

to placemaking is a key component of the process of creating successful places, and a

higher number of partners can legitimize the exercise of voice for more actors, as well as

widening ownership of the project (Laven et el, 2017; Akbar and Edelenbos, 2020; Cleaver,

2001).

3. INITIATORS
The formal or informal group that initiates the project. Placemaking is generally a ‘bottom-

up’ process, but the initiation of the project can begin with local non-formal groups, civic

organizations, businesses, or from public administration. Within the Bulgarian context,

citizens lack trust in both public actors and administration as well as in civic organizations

such as NGOs, and the type of initiator may have impacts on the potential long-term

sustainability of the projects, as well as local ownership and identification with the place.
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We used non-probability sampling with the selection of 15 cases. Selection bias was

addressed by the rigorous process of creating the selection criteria, and by having

Nabolagshager (as an independent organization with no prior knowledge of the Bulgaria

projects) choose the cases for BGBe Active to interview. The diagram below for civic

organization initiatives illustrates how the cases were selected in order to achieve the

widest possible variety of cases on the variables ‘accessibility’ and ‘partnerships’ so that

these cases could be compared based on these initial independent variables, relative to

their successful achievement of enabling community ownership, community engagement

(social inclusion and communication), community participation, and having clear and

relevant connections between the project work and overall objectives (for clarity of

communication and for future replication). See the full set of diagrams in the Annex 1

(Methodology). The selection of cases was limited by the types of initiator and the

availability of cases spread across the variables. However, the distribution of cases should

give us rich enough data to understand what has contributed to the relative success or lack

thereof, of our success stories.
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Figure 1. Diagram for civic organization initiatives.t



Our case study approach involved desk research, walking interviews, and observations.

Walking interviews were conducted in coordination with desk research to enable insights

into the social environment and the participants’ connections to the project place. We used

semi-structured interviews, and interviews were analyzed by organizing the data and

identifying categories, typologies, and concepts. Thematic analysis was then used as a

systematic method of breaking down and organizing data by tagging individual

observations and quotations with appropriate codes, to facilitate the discovery of

significant themes. The codes allowed us to sort information easily and to interpret and

analyze the data to uncover similarities, differences, and relationships among segments. We

could then arrive at an understanding of the essential themes, triangulate these against our

observations and other collected data, and understand how these contributed to success

(or not) for our selected placemaking initiatives, as well as the key challenges and lessons

learnt for the future-- which are presented below.
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Figure 2. Case study approach

.
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What is being done now…
Key recommendations for future

work

Role division and leadership:
there is a general lack of clear

roles for partners and participants
in projects.

Leaders may feel that it is intrusive to
give volunteers a time-consuming
role, but making working groups or
steering committees enables locals

to get involved with aspects that they
are interested in, while building

ownership. To do this, there needs to
be a project lead who has time to

commit to initiating the groups and
making sure that they continue on

task.

Participation: participants in
Norway and Bulgaria tend to be

consulted on the projects but not
directly involved in decision-

making tasks.

Show the participation ladder at
meetings or events and ask people

where they would like to be on it and
how they envision their roles. This is a

good way to give more
understanding of what voice is, as
well as empowering community

members to choose roles and levels
of participation for themselves.

Communication: projects in
Norway and Bulgaria mostly

failed to share lessons learnt with
the community or have follow up

workshops on what had
happened with the project, how

the input was integrated, and the
challenges..

Budget for follow-up workshops
after the event or intervention with
community members (sharing the

challenges, lessons learnt, and how
community input was integrated). 
 This will help to create stronger

networks and trust between local
actors, NGOs, and businesses.

KEY TAKEAWAYS
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What is being done now…
Key recommendations for future

work

Connecting short term initiatives
with long term objectives: Creating
positive identity associations with a
place and using the ‘buzzwords’ of

local ownership and identity is
something Norwegian placemakers

do well, whereas Bulgarian
placemakers tend to have these as
unstated objectives. Both Bulgarian

and Norwegian placemakers
however, often fail to ‘connect the
dots’ between long term goals and
the steps needed to achieve them.

Take the time before the project starts
(ideally in cooperation with partners

and community members) to work out
the long term objectives of the project,
and the steps needed to achieve these.
Using theory of change methodology

and planning how to measure
outcomes after the project is a great

way to do this.

Inclusion: Bulgarian placemakers
often fail to target marginalized

groups for participation, and mainly
rely on volunteers who have the time

and resources to participate in
interventions. However, the Bulgarian

cases seem to exhibit more local
ownership– ie local residents

participate more easily and stay
engaged. In Norway, the ‘usual

suspects’ for voluntary participation
are often affluent young European

immigrants to Norway (such as
students, or women). 

Find ways to provide incentives (can be
non-monetary) for target groups to
participate at different stages of the

interventions: for example by securing
funding to pay for their help, using the

intervention as job training/skill
building, giving roles that increase

social status, offering free meals, etc.
Offering more avenues for participation
such as getting businesses and locals
to donate resources rather than time,

could also be a way to target new
participant groups.

Long-term policy: In both Norway
and Bulgaria it is much easier to get
permission from the municipalities
and public support for temporary

interventions.

Work with municipalities and public
administrators on long-term policies of

grassroots democratic participation
and engagement. It is desirable in both
Norway and Bulgaria to create a long
term policy that links these temporary

changes with more permanent
interventions, structures, and

maintenance.
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Based on our research, placemaking in Bulgaria is mainly driven by NGOs and young active

citizens who are passionate about making changes in the cities and towns where they live.

The majority of placemaking initiatives are focused on transforming parks and public spaces

that are neglected and in poor condition, with the goal of engaging local residents and

fostering positive changes in local attitudes towards these public spaces.

After an analysis of desk research and interview data to understand the current trends in

placemaking for democracy in Bulgaria, four main themes emerged: 1. Initiation and

Partnerships; 2. Participation and Engagement; 3. Planning, vision, and

communication; and 4. Objectives and Sustainability.

Initiation and Partnerships: 

Due to the generally low level of trust in civic organizations by Bulgarian citizens,

particularly in bigger cities, it is important to note the trend that the majority of

placemaking initiatives are led by NGOs. Most projects are thus led and implemented by

NGO staff or students who are passionate about making positive changes in urban areas,

but may not have connections to the space for long term sustainability of the project. Some

municipalities are involved with enabling and supporting urban interventions, but there is a

balance between working with the municipality and enabling local ownership. Connecting

with a local institutional partner (such as a library, Church congregation, local public

administration, or school) is a way that some of these projects have mitigated this challenge

and enabled local ownership over the space. Many of the urban interventions in our study

had many partners that covered a wide variety of disciplines. While having many partners

was desirable according to the literature, our research found that having the ‘right’ type of

partners was more important for successful placemaking for democracy– for example

having a local institutional partner as explained above, or having more local organizations

involved as partners so that individual residents could be connected more deeply through

these organizations. 

TRENDS AND LESSONS LEARNED 
IN BULGARIA 
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In the future, enabling clearer roles for these partners would also enhance the democratic

process of these urban initiatives, since most partners played roles in implementation but

less so in decision-making processes.

Participation and engagement

In terms of engaging local residents, there is a wide variety of ways in which the

placemaking initiatives enable local people to get involved. Workshops, using art, open

public discussions, and events, festivals, and working together on building structures and

making gardens, are some of the ways that citizens are enabled to take part in the

transformations. Most people taking part in the initiatives from the local communities are

volunteers, and incentives for them to take part include sharing food, joining an event, and

having a voice in what and where structures and greenery are placed within the public

spaces. Most interventions are short duration activities that only cover the period of

planning the transformation and then renovating the derelict public space. This is likely due

to budget constraints, as well as the inability of NGOs, businesses, and informal groups to

make long-term plans because of political constraints. The participation level of local

residents is thus generally limited to consultation before the project during planning, and

making decisions during implementation of the transformation.
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On Arnstien’s 1969 participation ladder, (see figure 3 below) most interventions thus fall

under levels 4 or 5 (consultation and involvement), while some do reach the status of

‘partnership.’ This may partly be due to the participants’ desires themselves (for example

that they do not have the time to commit to the project to reach higher levels of

participation). In the future, it would be useful to address this by opening up a dialogue on

the participation level with participants, as well as working to build the capacity of

practitioners to give stronger roles to partners and local groups, and devolving more

decision-making for parts of the projects to these groups. Currently, some residents and

local businesses not only contribute by helping build, transform, or maintain the space

(usually active residents) but also by contributing tools, supplies, and machinery–the barn

raising model of everyone contributing what they can to help make the transformation

happen.
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Figure 3. Ladder of citizen participation with participation ranging 
from low (level 1) to high (level 8)



Planning, vision, and communication

Prior to planning the projects, many of the projects that were successful in our research

began with a process of collecting background information and mapping the space to be

transformed (using for example, placemaking tools such as behavioral mapping, counting

cars, interviews and surveys etc). This pre-planning process, along with flexibility in the

planning process, is very important because it enables the initiator, the community, and in

some cases the public administration to have a shared vision from the beginning, and to

manage public expectations of the project– particularly since the main target groups in

most placemaking projects in Bulgaria are local residents. Project plans and events are

mainly shared through social media, flyers, information boards, advertising in local media,

and by word of mouth.
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Objectives and Sustainability

In the Bulgarian case, many placemakers seem to have the goal of changing the local

identity, creating ownership, and enhancing civic voice, but they do not often explicitly

state the goals in these terms. Positive identity change for the location is the most common

objective, followed by ownership and inspiring further action within the community. Many

placemakers have not unpacked the objectives and the steps needed to achieve them: for

example, they plan to renovate a space but do not express this as identity change or

ownership formation, and then explain the achievement of this as simply renovating the

space rather than the distinct steps needed to make this happen–such as engaging an

institutional partner, giving roles, creating a shared vision, etc. Perhaps due to this lack of

clear understanding and unpacking of the objectives and steps, maintenance can be a

challenge in many of the initiatives. Maintenance is often left to the community, and in

some cases the municipality does not even empty rubbish bins, and structures are in some

cases destroyed, unmaintained, or littered around. Part of the challenge in terms of long

term sustainability of the transformations is that it is often easier to get permission from the

municipalities and public support for temporary interventions. This leads to many short

duration projects that do not have the pre-project planning time to set a clear vision with

the community and public administration, as well as many projects using temporary

materials that degrade quickly over time.
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PLACE.MAKE - URBAN CHANGE 
IN NEIGHBOURHOODS ON THE
OUTSKIRTS OF SOFIA

Context: 

The project was initiated when actors from the architecture and urban planning sectors

united with the local community and public administration to analyze urban spaces, with the

goal of creating a new approach to planning and design in Bulgaria. This new approach is

based on research and consultations with citizens and residents– putting residents and

users of this particular area of the city at the center to achieve urban change in their

neighborhoods.

Summary: 

The project started in the early summer of 2016, initiated by the Union of Urbanists in

Bulgaria, together with partners from IGrad, Place.Make, Transformers Association,

Association of Urban Students in Bulgaria and Sredets District Municipality to Sofia

Municipality. The idea of the project came from the efforts of the Union of Bulgarian Urban

and Regional Planners to show a new planning and construction process based on research.

Residents in the area were already organized and united in fighting to keep the pavement

on their street and were active in protecting the area, so they were able to engage

residents in the process quickly. They held exhibitions and art installations to draw people to

the space, and engage with local residents and NGOs. They succeeded in creating a Green

Parking Area in the neighborhood, opening an entrance to the local Military Academy park,

and reconstructed the ‘square of Portugal.’
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Performance: 

The project goals were local engagement and empowerment, and better maintenance and

easy access around the area. Research on public life in the area was conducted before

beginning the project (such as behavioral mapping, counting cars, interviews with residents

and businesses), and this was integral to the successful implementation of the

transformations. Accessibility was very high, with project leaders conducting research and

interviews with residents and businesses before the project, and they managed to engage

with a wide variety of community sectors (business, residents, administration) through

conversations, involvement in research, interviews, and focus groups. They enable different

demographics to participate by having a variety of activities and events, and having food

and drinks for participants. They enabled locals to visualize what the changes would be, by

preparing a model with objects for relocation, and gathering feedback. The project had a

wide variety of communication channels: using a ready-made closed group for internal

communication; project communication through social media, a print edition of the project,

press releases, and partner networks. They distributed posters and flyers in local outlets,

created art exhibits to attract attention, and used the district mayor to help promote the

event. Partners were involved in different aspects of the implementation of the project, and

the active community groups were supported to use the project’s resources (such as data

from the mapping) to push their own objectives.
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It was very important to understand the local context in terms of public

administration and how to work with the different levels of administration. In Sofia,

Plovdiv, and Varna, the regional mayors have different powers than in smaller cities,

and do not have a particularly large budget. All plans to improve the area must first

be submitted as an application to the Central Municipality and to wait for

prioritization from the municipal council. Having different political parties in charge

in different roles makes this even more complicated (i.e. when there is a difference

in political affiliation between the incumbent mayor, the mayor, the municipal

council, and that of the district mayor).

There was very strong cooperation between NGOs and the local community, and

this was particularly effective due to the prior activism of the local community, who

were able to use the NGOs’ research as a basis to make their own demands for the

area.

The project leaders listened to residents but also used their own research (ie

behavioral observations, interviews, etc) to cross check input from residents. This

enabled them to have a clear understanding of local needs. For example, the local

residents wanted more parking in one area, and the research confirmed that there

were a lot of cars in the area per resident, so this was an important issue.

Important factors and challenges:

Why was it successful?

 

"We noticed that “adults tend to
express their ideas better on

paper and through discussions. It
was the kids who started
changing the place of the

buildings in the model. That was
one of the most precious and

motivational parts of the event.”
 

Silvia Chakarova
Urban planner & co-founder at

place.make studio
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THE COLLECTIVE - RIVERS 
OF SOFIA AND RUSE

Context: 

The areas around the rivers in Sofia and in other cities in Bulgaria are very often perceived

as dirty, unusable space. The project planners were passionate about restoring the local

environment around the rivers. They worked to engage students in the project, to illustrate

to them that they could play a role in changing the urban environment.

Summary: 

The project began in 2019, in the form of a festival called “Rivers of the City,” with the aim

of showing the areas around the rivers of Sofia, and changing the perception of these

places from dirty unused spaces to places that locals can use and are maintained. The

project aims to transform mindsets around the use of river areas within the city, rather than

working specifically with one territorial space. The goal is to rethink the areas along the

rivers of Sofia and Ruse, as important urban arteries with potential for logistics and cultural

activities. With this goal in mind, the project leaders prepared the area and set the plans for

the events over a 3 to 4 month period, and then held large cultural festivals along the rivers

with a variety of activities to attract different user groups to the space. The long term aim is

to submit proposals for rethinking the spaces and including them in the municipal planning.
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Performance: 

Through strong communication, field work, attracting partners and engaging students, the

project has been very successful in transforming mindsets around how the rivers in urban

areas can be used. The concept of positive identity formation serves as the basis for this

project. While other projects focus on changing the identity of a particular place or area

within the city, this project works to engage a community of activists around an idea– ie to

create an idea-based community that works together on the common goal of revitalizing

the urban spaces around rivers in Bulgaria.  

During the open, free festival itself, they have different types of activities to attract diverse

sectors of people: concerts, sports, lectures, film screenings, art exhibitions and sales,

workshops for children, puppet theater, different cultural dance nights, Bulgarian traditional

dance, bars and food sales booths, magic show, stand up comedy. These activities were

chosen by the organizing team rather than locals, but aim at attracting diverse groups and

enable them to reimagine what the space can be. Local businesses, artists, and performers

participate in the project implementation by putting on different activities during the

festival. Participation for the wider community takes the form of consultations (surveys and

interviews) on what types of events and activities to have in the space.  

Many partners are involved in the implementation of the festival itself, and the

municipalities, Universities, and meteorological institutes are all involved as partners in

supporting the initiative in various ways. They targeted students through schools to help

them to spread the activist idea of the project, and now their projects are well known and

the students have already heard about what they do when they approach them to get

involved. The students who become active participate higher on the participation ladder,

helping to design and develop attractions (such as an open air cinema).
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"We are first and foremost action-
oriented. I think this is very

important because there are a lot
of plans and ideas that never leave

the white page. We just have to
start somewhere… we call this spot

intervention."
 

Ani Kodjabasheva 
Grant Writer, Project Manager,

Changemaker
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In terms of communication with the wider public, they rely on social media and several state

media channels have covered the projects, and they are planning to hire a professional

marketing person in the future. They have used some feedback mechanisms during the

project to gather input. They install a large board for people to write what they loved and

what they didn't like, and the organizers receive many messages with comments from

visitors and they reply to all of them, and address more common concerns and suggestions.

In the long term, the goal is to create teams to support new projects started by locals in

their own areas
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In Sofia it is easier to get funding, whereas, in

Ruse it was more often volunteers, local orgs and

businesses that contributed what they could.

It has been much easier to get permission for

temporary structures during the festivals, but this

is a problem because the river often overflows

and takes away parts of the temporary bridge.

It has been a challenge to maintain anything in

the space between festivals, and the goal is to

be able to eventually implement more

permanent structures that could stay in place

from April to October. This was part of the

requests from visitors and locals during the

festival.

They had a lot of partners that helped in

different roles to make the project a success.

Non-traditional partners like the meteorology

institute helped to plan for weather disruptions

from the river, and local partners made it

possible to put on a variety of activities,

particularly in Ruse (for example: a board game

group, an amateur painting group, a local

library, different ecologist organizations, and

Ruse Go – a large sports organization).

Important factors and challenges.  

Why was it successful?
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Context: 

A group of university students - 4 or 5 friends - decided to improve and transform a garden

in the city of Sofia to make the space nice for children and youth. This intervention was

planned as a short temporary experiment, because the area will likely be developed in the

future by a developer.

Summary: 

This one-time action initiated by a non-formal group of students in 2019 had as a goal to

upgrade a local park in Sofia. Within a month, the Armenian community from the Armenian

Church nearby, volunteers from other neighborhoods and residents were organized and

ready to upgrade the park. During one day, people of all ages and from different socio-

economic and cultural backgrounds were empowered to create an enjoyable place for

people in the area.

THE CITIZEN-DRIVEN DEBARSKA
GARDEN IN SOFIA 
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The district administration does not support them. 

Drug users and dealers were using the area, but the initiators thought it should be

safer to trim the bushes so that these people would be less likely to hang around,

and it would encourage more children and families to use the park.

Performance: 

Apart from beautifying the space, the project objective was to create local ownership over

public spaces– to spark interest in local residents to play a part in shaping the public space

in areas where they live and work. During the placemaking intervention the work carried out

by volunteers and other participants was very open: they just had tools and paint available,

and let people take things and do what they wanted within the space. People didn't ask

questions, and there was no blueprint, just freely letting people fix, paint, garden, according

to their skills and wishes. The Bulgarian Biodiversity Foundation helped in advertising the

event and organizing activities in the space. The public administration has not taken any

role in maintenance, they don't even pick up the garbage in the park. The maintenance of

the place is now left in the hands of the community, the people living nearby and the

municipality.Through their Facebook page, volunteers are still asked to clean the rubbish

bins, and maintain the space clean after the project period ends, and they have done this.

Important factors and challenges.  
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“Our idea has never been to go
around cleaning parks and alleys. It

was mostly aimed at people’s
mindset – we wanted to provoke them
to take care and improve the area in

their neighborhoods, to initiate
similar projects in different towns.
We wanted to spark their interest.”

 

Kamen Jijanov 
Volunteer/ member of informal group

HoodTransformers
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The Armenian congregation took the initiative to lobby the local government for

support in beautifying the park. Having a clear group lobby the government rather

than individuals helped to have voices heard.

Not assigning tasks enabled people to potentially participate at a higher level and

have more ownership over what was created, since they could do what they wished.

High engagement of volunteers through social media to keep the area clean after

the intervention– for example by asking people to clean the rubbish bins.

People who were unable to physically help or participate on the renovation day

were encouraged to help in other ways, and they contributed by donating paint,

tools, machines, and other supplies, enabling wider local participation and

ownership over the project.

Why was it successful?
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MY GARDEN - CITIZEN PARTICIPATION
IN URBAN GREEN SPACES IN VELIKO
TARNOVO MUNICIPALITY

Context: 

This is a program implemented by the Department of Environment of the Municipality of

Veliko Tarnovo which encourages residents to develop and maintain urban green spaces

between residentials buildings. Urban green spaces provide substantial ecological, health,

and economic benefits that improve the quality of life for city residents. This program was

born due to the fact that the inhabitants of the city often destroyed the newly planted

vegetation (trees and bushes). 

Summary: 

With the objective of encouraging citizens to participate in the development and

maintenance of the green areas in the city, the Municipality launched “My garden program”

in 2013. The Municipality seeks out proposals by residents for the activation and

revitalization of unused green public spaces. 
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There are no other partners or local organizations involved in the program. It is a

program initiated and managed by the municipality.

The selection of the projects is based on the sense of ownership of the community,

community engagement and project plan, and are self-sustaining by the residents. The

Municipality encourages the residents to apply by providing for them additional

administrative support.

Performance

Parks and green spaces are often some of the most valued places in local areas. In Veliko

Tarnovo, urban green spaces became more respected after residents got involved in their

design and maintenance. The main role of the Municipality is to receive applications, give

advice about gardening and landscaping, provide the vegetation, and after the

implementation of the project they control whether the green spaces are maintained. Every

year they get around 25 and 30 applications for participation. Citizens usually unite under

an assembly, where they develop their project idea and submit an application. After the

project is approved, community members get permission in Spring to start planting trees

and bushes in the space. Some residents got very motivated and they want to do more than

just planting trees. They proposed to the municipality to contribute to the development of

these public spaces by installing new benches and tables, playground facilities, etc. In

addition, some groups of volunteers have used their own funds to keep improving other

public spaces in their neighborhoods.The municipality is happy with the project results, since

their main goal was to encourage people to work together for a better city.

Important factors and challenges.  
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The municipality organizes general meetings for all the residents every year to give

information about the program. Social and local media is also used to inform locals

about the program, but many people already know about the initiative and they pass

information about the program from person to person (word of mouth).

Successful applicants must already be organized into a local group in order to get

funding. Although the funding is not very high, it encourages people to organize

amongst themselves to make changes in the areas where they live, and is a great

example of the municipality enabling local democratic action.

Residents alongside their children preserve and take care of the green spaces that they

have developed themselves. The participation is quite high and nany residents are

participating in consecutive years.

Why was it successful?

 

 

 

“I think we have achieved our goal to
encourage people to work together for a better
town. We have made a valuable contribution”

 

Zornitsa Miladinova 
Head of Department Environment in Veliko

Tarnovo Municipality
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Context:

This playground located in the Thrace neighborhood has not been renovated for over 10

years, so that is why a local NGO chose to take action in 2019 to renovate the playground

and make a nicer social space. During three months, volunteers from the NGO, the small

local community and the municipality joined forces to turn this space into a welcoming

place for neighbors.

Summary:

The project was initiated by an NGO that aimed to transform this inter-block space using

placemaking methods by involving the local community and collaborating with the

Municipality. Families and children were actively involved in improving the existing place by

sanding and painting the playground equipment, repairing benches, cleaning the area from

waste, digging and planting vegetation. People in the neighborhood have had a strong

ownership of the place since then (around 5 engaged locals regularly maintain the place),

while the municipality only takes care of the green areas. Once a year, the NGO organizes

an event in this space to test new ideas, bring people together and bring the space to life.

THE SPOT TRAKIA - 
INTER-BLOC SPACE IN THRACE
NEIGHBORHOOD IN PLOVDIV
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Performance: 

During the pre-planning phase of the

intervention in August 2019, the NGO

collected valuable insights about the space

from the community through public

discussions in meetings and on-site

conversations. Community members, NGO

staff and Municipal representatives discussed

how the space could be improved; however,

they did not have a clear vision or identity for

the place or a management plan.

Participation of the different stakeholders

during the implementation phase (from

September to November 2019) was very high.

Residents, especially families with children,

and volunteers from the NGO were very

engaged and active during the renovation of

the playground. Moreover, the municipality

was involved in a wide variety of activities like

public discussions, giving permits,

improvement of the green space, removal of

garbage collected from the community, etc.

Some local businesses also contributed to the

transformation of this public space. There

were some people from the community who

protested during the project, but they

changed their minds and ended up using the

place. Continuing action on maintenance of

the space is done mostly by a small group

(approximately 5 people) of residents who

are very active, but without clear roles and a

group or institutional connection this

maintenance risks being lost if these residents

lose the interest, the ability to help, or move

away.
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"People from our and other
neighbourhoods come to the area. They

rest on the benches, organise picnics
with their families, and play table tennis

too. The fact that people from other
places come to our neighbourhood fills

me with joy“
 

Diana Kalvacheva 
Volunteer/ member of community

 



No clear vision for the public space developed by the people who live around the

space. The community had good ideas, that is why the vision changed during the

implementation phase.

The NGO didn’t carry out an evaluation or assessment after the implementation. 

Elderly people expressed concerns about possible disturbances in the area after the

renovation caused by overuse. However, the NGO spoke directly with some of the

people who expressed concerns about the project and discussed the positive effects of

the planned interventions.

High participation from the local community, from volunteers of the NGO and from the

District Administration.

The role of the municipality was not limited to discussions and permits. They were also

involved in other “hands-on” activities.

Engagement through public discussions in meetings and on-site conversations with the

local community helped to shape the vision of the space and create interest about the

project.

Placemaking brought people together in this community and created a sense of shared

ownership of this public space.

Important factors and challenges:

Why was it successful?
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PLACEMAKING FOR DEMOCRACY: 
TRENDS AND SUCCESSFUL 
PLACEMAKING STORIES FROM NORWAY
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TRENDS AND LESSONS LEARNED 
IN NORWAY 

Placemaking in Norway has been bolstered since 2018 by the establishment of the Nordic

Placemaking Network and the European Placemaking Network. Placemaking in Norway

centers on “third places”--public gathering places beyond the home and work place which

invite both regular and one-time guests. These places offer the local community a place to

gather, exchange information, be social and have meetings. Local businesses and

community members play a key role in the maintenance of these places. Temporary or long-

term physical upgrades in former neglected or underused areas are the most common type

of placemaking projects and interventions.

After an analysis of desk research and interview data to understand the current trends in

placemaking for democracy in Norway, four main themes emerged: 1. Participation and

Inclusion; 2. Planning and Objectives; 3. Accessibility and Accountability; and 4.

Sustainability.

Participation and Social Inclusion: 

The most common way that Norwegian placemakers enable participation is through

workshops and community events. Holding workshops on a particular issue and having large

community events is a way to bring diverse groups together and gather data. The types of

workshops vary widely in both content and participation. Doing handcrafts, gardening,

building or using other creative approaches in hands-on workshops is a common way to

break the ice between people that usually don’t meet or interact and create ownership over

the space. Connecting over food is one of the most popular tools for engaging participants,

and cooking together is a common strategy to get a conversation started and build

connections between participants. Despite involving many participants from diverse groups,

most participation in placemaking in Norway tends to fall between levels 4 and 5 on

Arnstein’s ladder of citizen participation (see figure 1 above) of participation– participants

are consulted or involved in decision making, but have little control over final decisions or

roles within the project. 
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Most projects fail to clearly articulate roles for the partners or volunteers, and partnerships

tend to be led by one actor who delegates tasks to other partners. Giving leadership roles

or delegated control to target groups (ie people from marginalized groups) is very rare. This

is likely partly due to funding constraints, because hired staff usually have more time and

resources to take control over aspects of the project. It is very common to hire youth to work

on placemaking projects in Norway (particularly local youth and youth from immigrant

backgrounds) to build skills and enhance youth participation in decision making processes.

Planning and Objectives

Most Norwegian placemaking projects begin with research to understand the people’s

needs and wishes using classical research methods, such as surveys, behavioral mapping,

counting, and interviews, and some projects engage youth in the research and use

ethnographic approaches to capture the sense of place locally. Based on this research,

placemaking projects tend to have clear long-term objectives, articulated in the language

of community ownership, empowerment, democratic participation, and identity.

P H O T O :  M A K E R S H U B

The underlying assumptions and steps to

achieve these goals however, are often

not as clear, although the connection

between creating a place identity and

the steps to achieve this (by activating

underused spaces with events, art,

markets, and social gathering spaces)

was clearly articulated by placemakers

in Norway. The majority of projects also

aimed to connect with the local history

and culture of the area where the

project was taking place. Placemakers

in Norway often list experience, intuition

and common sense as their main tools

when engaged in participatory

placemaking, but many of the projects

that were successful in community

engagement also had a strong

background philosophy to guide the co-

creation vision. 
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Accessibility

Placemaking projects have very accessible leadership in most cases, and this was true

across all of the interviewed Norwegian projects, with leadership accessible and often

present on site. Physically being present and working in a place to enable ongoing dialogue

was common, using for example temporary office spaces where communication with locals

happens naturally. It was also very important to build up and/or activate local networks.

Walking around the project area was also a common source of insights to map, understand

and connect to neighborhoods and residents. While there was some accountability from

project leadership to stakeholders made possible through the relationships built by being

accessible, accessibility alone did not always correspond to greater accountability. Projects

mostly failed to share lessons learnt with the community or have follow up workshops on

what had happened with the project, how the input was integrated, and the challenges

that they faced. Accountability in terms of delivering on what local people want is also a

challenge for many projects, often because of regulations (being able to build what people

want and they have agreed to build), or resources (continued funding to complete the

project and financing people working to maintain the project). When projects were

organized by municipal actors however, they were able to organize more resources and be

more responsive to the public over the long term because of their ongoing role in the

community and ability to hire staff who shared participatory values.

Sustainability

Financial sustainability, particularly for project maintenance, is a key challenge for

Norwegian placemakers, which is why some projects are working to connect more social

projects with business solutions. Research from Oslo on sustainable placemaking models

shows that a service model (for example having the municipality hire social enterprises to

execute placemaking projects) is becoming more common, and can be valuable for

ensuring personnel and material resources for ongoing place transformations. ollaborations

between the public, private, non-profit sector and civil society sectors are also a common

way to enable longer term sustainability. These partnerships ensure that there are paid jobs

to realize ongoing events and programming of public places (example: Visit Løka, Tøyen

Torg Association, and Stedskaping Platform). 

P A G E  5 0



Another way that some smaller businesses, NGOs, or civic groups have been able to sustain

projects in the longer term or ensure project maintenance, is through having an institutional

partner such as a school, library, or museum.  

When the municipality itself organizes a placemaking project, there may be many smaller

projects within the larger municipal project, enabling a variety of NGOs, civic organizations,

and businesses to take part and have control of a small area within the framework of the

project (ie Fjord City). The challenge for the municipality then, is to make sure that they are

getting a wide variety of actors involved and that they are enabling connections between

smaller actors and bigger businesses for future work.

Much of the actual building work on Norwegian projects (such as setting up garden beds,

building outdoor seating, etc), is done by volunteers, through the Norwegian “dugnad”

concept. The “dugnad” is a concept that can be roughly translated as communal work:

People voluntarily engage in clean-ups, fixing, building or creating things as well as in

raising money through for example flea markets. Despite the unpaid and voluntary

character of a dugnad, people are socially expected to take part in them and to contribute.

Many placemaking initiatives use dugnads to kick start the project or to build structures, but

the participants are often people who have the time and financial resources to volunteer,

and not necessarily the groups that are targeted for participation. Another drawback of the

dugnad way of working is that the built structures generally tend to be temporary.

Temporary structures can enable future flexibility within the places, but for long term

sustainability and positive identity formation for the communities, it is desirable to connect

these temporary structures to longer term designs and eventually more permanent

structures.

F O T O :  J U L I E  H R N Č Í Ř O V Á
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Context: 

The district of Sagene has a working class history combined with a more recent population

of young people and people from immigrant backgrounds. The district public administration

began working on creating an active and safe living local environment in 2013. According to

the district, the slogan "Everyone is involved!" was fundamental to their work. The goal of

the project was to establish new meeting places that contribute to security, health and

wellbeing for all local residents.

Summary: 

The Sagene neighborhood project was a four-year project supported by the local district

administration. It was led by the director for sustainability for the Sagene district in Oslo, in

cooperation with staff from other departments. They transformed barren empty spaces

within the district into spaces where people could picnic and kids could play. There was

initially a division between public housing on one side of the street in the district and more

affluent homes on the other, and the public housing area was considered dangerous by

some long-time residents. By transforming these spaces into used vibrant places, they made

the space inviting and enabled residents to be in close proximity with others from different

backgrounds.

THE SAGENE COMMUNITY PARK AND
CULTURAL CENTER IN OSLO

P H O T O :  M O R T E N  B R A K E S T A D

"Workshop methods are [to get
participants to] forget your

position so you can put
together the mayor with a
twelve year old girl, with a

teacher, with a local
politician, with an

administrator, and everybody
is then painting the mosaic

together or building the
structures together."

 

Susan Morales Guerra
Director of Unit for

Sustainability, District Sagene
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One of the main artistic installations in the park is a large mosaic structure that also serves

as a climbing structure for children, that residents, children, public administrators, and

politicians all worked on together. The mosaic is an ongoing reminder of the neighborhood’s

diversity and the beauty of creating something together. Maintenance is the responsibility

of the district Sagene.

Performance: 

Due to this public support, the district sustainability director worked with staff to facilitate

community engagement. It was very important for the director to have a basis in

international facilitation, to train staff with these principles, and to have a common

understanding among the staff about what community engagement meant. When hiring

staff they used language that made it clear to applicants that participatory methods were

an important part of the job. They then set off days every half year for staff professional

development, to go through participatory methods, materials and enforce this methodology,

and had a clear leader for this platform. 

The district office was in the local

community center, and they had a policy

of being present and accessible to

anyone coming in without appointments.

They also worked with the intention to

create networks by connecting diverse

groups (ie connecting an apartment

council looking to make a garden with a

garden group); reaching out to include

groups and actors that were not

normally heard in the development of

public spaces; and connecting locals

who would not normally meet (for

example former workers who built the

area with new immigrant-background

families). Art was used as a tool for

communication, where bureaucrats and

local children sat beside one another

making the mosaic and painting.

P H O T O :  F R I V I L L I G . N O
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They used the district office as a hub for NGOs and local residents, following an

inviting ‘open door’ policy to engage as many people as possible.

They mitigated conflicts between the ‘old workers’ who built the area and were

wary of the newer young residents from immigrant backgrounds, by holding

workshops first on developing “who we are” and “what is community.”

They noticed ripple effects after the project, that more small projects were started

in the area.

Having the district public administration leading and providing resources (especially

the open district office) enabled ongoing support for inclusion of a variety of actors

and groups, and created long term accessibility, as well as building relationships of

trust between public actors and locals. They worked to connect local groups (NGOs

and others) through the district office, with the philosophy that if these groups

organized together they could build a stronger voice and networks for future

projects together.

The most important factor for the municipality was creating understanding within

the staff of participatory methods: training staff, connecting with other groups

doing participatory methods, getting the staff to be enthusiastic about

participatory methods, and creating a platform for “this is how we work here.” They

made participation central and visible in everything that they do, including

requirements when hiring new people, including artists.  

They had the backing of the local political council and the resources (including

funding) to work first on understanding the local identity, and then working together

on this.

The project aimed to enhance local ownership of the public space, enhance local

democracy, and create positive identification in the community by being accessible and

enabling ongoing dialogue with local residents, holding workshops in the community using

methods such as ‘future scenarios’, and helping locals to organize together for enhanced

voice. They used a variety of channels to reach out to diverse groups, with an understanding

that local democracy suffers when voices of diverse groups don’t reach decision-makers.

Important factors and challenges: 

Why was it successful?
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ROMANO KHER- ROMA CULTURAL
CENTER IN OSLO
Context: 

There is a small population of Roma in Norway, who have historically been discriminated

against by the government and society. In 2015 the Norwegian government apologized to

the Roma community, and offered compensation money to be used by the Roma community

as a whole according to the community’s own wishes. The Roma had wanted to have a

cultural center in Oslo for many years, as a meeting place between Norwegians and the

Roma minority, to be used for mutual learning and cultural understanding, with a focus on

music and dance. The Church City Mission was the organizer responsible for the

implementation of this new meeting space. Maker’s Hub–a local business that works to build

temporary and outdoor structures through participatory methods– was hired to build the

temporary flexible meeting space in the “Gamlebyen” church, and Artisan Tech was hired to

build the permanent space.

P H O T O :  M A K E R S H U B

Summary: 

The Church City Mission– working

closely with the Roma community–

contracted Maker’s Hub to build the

temporary Roma cultural center and

meeting space for youth and children

within an old church in Oslo. In

January 2018, after a co-creation

process, they chose a flexible design

with modular furniture units on

wheels, so that the space could be

easily changed for a variety of events

and users. This temporary structure

was mainly used as a club for

children and youth, who were

involved in the creation process.

P A G E  5 5
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In the spring of 2021 they finally found a permanent space in the Ryen area of Oslo, and the

co-creation process and building was done again in collaboration with Artisan Tech (an

architecture firm in Oslo). The new Roma Kher has cultural events open for anyone, a sewing

studio where modern clothes are made with a Roma touch, and a tv studio where they

produce news and other programs in Romani with Norwegian subtitles which are shared on

facebook tv–all with the aim of presenting the positive sides of Roma culture to wider

Norwegian society.

Performance: 

The project began with a pre-study in 2017 by the Church City Mission, which worked

together with the Roma community. The temporary cultural center aimed to achieve

empowerment by building the user’s skills in building and co-creating the space. Children

were involved in choosing the design in a workshop using picture cards and drawings.

Maker’s Hub then made a model of the design, so that youth and children could easily

visualize the plans and give input. To build the chosen design, they hired seven Roma youth

to work together with Maker’s Hub staff building the space and taught them how to use the

tools. These youth worked together with volunteers from the Roma community and the wider

Norwegian population, building networks and ownership while working together on a

common goal. 

P H O T O :  M A K E R S H U B
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The budget for the temporary space was not very high, so Maker’s Hub had open

discussions about the budget with the community from the beginning, which helped

to build trust between the partners.

There were some problems with the temporary place and structures: it was not very

easy to move them because they were very heavy wood, and they were somewhat

dangerous for the kids because they had sharp edges; many Roma did not like the

idea of being in the church, and some people were even afraid of using a Church

as a meeting space.

The process of finding a permanent location was very difficult, partly due to

prejudices that exist to Roma peoples having a cultural meeting space in their

building.

There continue to be conflicts between different families and the Church City

Mission has a strong policy that the Romano Kher is a house of peace where

conflicts are not welcome. They focus on being neutral within these conflicts, but

this can be difficult because employees each belong to a family, and it is a small

community where everyone knows each other well. Some families never visit the

cultural center because of these conflicts, and this is a problem because the

cultural center was the only thing that was built with the government compensation

money for the Roma people (no individual compensations were given). One way

that the Church City Mission has dealt with this is to make an agreement for the

non-Roma workers to take the non-participating Roma family’s kids to do activities

separately. They also have a conflict resolution institution, where Roma elders will

make decisions.

They also collaborated with the Adult education center (in Norwegian

“Voksenopplæringen”), where immigrant women sewed pillow covers for the furniture. The

maintenance plan was covered by having a strong institutional partner (the Church City

Mission) as the project leader. At the new permanent location, there is a big hall which is

rented to the Roma Church and used for services, a cafe staffed by 12 Roma community

members, and an open space for kids that is used as a children’s club and friday evening

youth club where youth choose the activities. The Church City Mission continues to have

regular meetings where Roma representatives meet with employees in public services, and

act as mediators where there are problems.

Important factors and challenges:
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Having a strong institutional partner in cooperation with businesses that work with

participatory mapping and co-creation enabled the project to have a framework on

which the Roma community could build on their own vision.

The Church City Mission has a very strong ongoing collaboration with the Roma

community, with ongoing meetings on a variety of issues. They meet on a regular

basis with, for example, the Husråd (representatives from each large Roma family)

on topics that include budgets and how to arrange things at the cultural center. The

Husråd was very much involved in building the space and had feedback meetings

regarding architecture, use of the space, etc.

Why was it successful?

P H O T O :  M A K E R S H U B

"Basically it’s about democratizing public space and saying, what do you need and

want in the space and how can we get it, and... when someone is involved with

actually creating the project, they gain ownership, they gain belief in the project,

they feel ownership over it."

 

Else Abrahamsen

Project leader at MakersHub
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Context: 

This old working class neighborhood of Grünerløkka in Oslo is vulnerable to gentrification

processes, so that is why they choose to take action to preserve the unique traditional

values of the area, and support the diversity of people who live there. In 2018, they started

the event Løkkadagene, which they have every spring and autumn. These are Grünerløkka's

own market days where shops, restaurants, cultural actors, voluntary organizations and the

district collaborate.

Summary:  

Visit Løkka is a member-based non-profit association to secure and further develop the

framework conditions for the arts, culture and business in the local community of

Grünerløkka, Oslo. The association was established in 2017 by a local resident and business

enthusiast, who wanted to increase the opportunities for local businesses, as well as the

culture and art sector. The association works to increase city life and that as many people

as possible use and visit the area of Grünerløkka. The association works to show the area in

its entirety in the best possible way by strategic and long-term development of

Grünerløkka’s identity as an attractive destination.

VISIT LØKKA - 
GRÜNERLØKKA CULTURE AND BUSINESS
ASSOCIATION IN OSLO

P H O T O :  V I S T  L Ø K K A
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Important factors and challenges.  

There were barriers to immigrant background business owners joining the network,

because these actors had a lack of trust in sharing their financial information

because membership fees were based on revenues.

They have continued their work by connecting with local organizations and the

public administration, and contributing to the social environment in the community.

They have four meetings a year with all the members from the cultural sector to

enable the local institutions in the area to get to know each other and discuss

possible cooperations.

Performance: 

The project was begun as a neighbour-based organization, which enables business owners

and cultural organizations in the district to cooperate. They succeeded in getting a lot of

local businesses to join, and held forums for business owners on how they could support one

another, and connect with the public and cultural sectors to make a more attractive social

and business environment in the area. Participation has been high and inclusive of local

small business owners as well as managers of bigger chain stores (around 80 members are

businesses), but also cultural or civic organizations (around 50 members). Currently, Visit

Løkka is one of the four pilot projects of a placemaking initiative called “Stedskaping.no”

where they receive support and assistance over 6 months to realize a large local citizen-

driven placemaking project. 

P H O T O :  V I S T  L Ø K K A

 

"Visit Løkka strategically is

working on improving the

area and creating a distinct

destination - turning a space

to a place. It’s very

interesting to see how urban

development and

architecture influences your

psyche and how small

changes do a lot." 

 

Jan Robert Johnsen 

CEO of Visit Løkka

association
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They have succeeded in bringing together a wide group of local businesses, which

has enabled long term sustainability through networks and ongoing collaborations

on local events, and created a change in identity for the local area.

It is more than just an economic association as it is also considering cultural and

social aspects and has over a hundred local businesses and institutions that joined

as members. 

The leadership were local residents, which enabled ongoing accessibility and

relationships of trust to develop early on in the network.

Visit Løkka has also established KulturHUB Grünerløkka which is a hub consisting of

local cultural institutions that update each other on ongoing activities and establish

cooperation and support each other. The organisation finances itself from

membership fees, public funding and private sponsorship to contribute to a more

liveable, sustainable and vibrant Grünerløkka.

Why was it successful?

 
 

P H O T O :  V I S T  L Ø K K A
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THE SPARKLING SPACES URBAN
RENEWAL PROJECT IN ARENDAL 
Context: 

The Norwegian organization DOGA wanted to reverse the trend of emptying shops in cities,

and launched the pilot project “Sparkling Spaces” in three different municipalities: Tromsø,

Lærdal and Arendal, in 2016. The main goal of the project was to fill urban areas with

activities and create tools and methods that can be used by Norwegian municipalities to

activate vacant spaces to revitalize city centers.

Summary: 

The goal of the project was to revitalize city centers in Norway for the benefit of residents,

the business community and cultural activities. The project was initiated and run by the

organization DOGA (funded by the Norwegian Ministry of Trade and Industry), in

collaboration with Arendal, Lærdal and Tromsø municipalities, a professional reference

group, follow-up researchers from the Norwegian Institute for Urban and Regional Research

and a network of municipalities and actors working with city center development. The

project leaders began with a plan to test how empty premises could be activated and

revitalized. They did this by activating companies, actors and activities in the field to create

new life in the targeted premises, with the goal of ensuring lasting solutions for ongoing

operation.

P H O T O :  D O G A

Performance: 

The pilot project in Arendal began

with a mapping and resource-based

approach, managed by DOGA and a

partnership group consisting of

Arendal municipality and “With a

Heart For Arendal'' network which

includes over 100 organizations, four

volunteer centers, Arendal’s immigrant

council, Arendal’s cultural forum,

Arendal’s trade association, etc.

P A G E  6 2
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They also worked with working groups consisting of cultural and business actors, including

newly arrived refugees and the Arendal adult educational center. They aimed to enhance

democracy by connecting local issues with wider rights and capabilities, and working to

build local networks. Long-term sustainability of the project was enabled by experimenting

with small scale projects to attract investors and businesses, which could then maintain the

project vision in the future through economic sustainability. The project leaders actively

reached out to local stakeholders to participate, and gathered diverse groups of users for

input. This included having street parties to attract diverse users, having local youth do

placemaking activities to activate public spaces in the city center during summer, as well as

connecting with refugee centers and adult learning centers. Translators were available at

workshops to teach people about sustainability and equal rights, and the workshops

focused on how to bring these concepts to bear on local issues. To enable higher levels of

participation, they involved locals from the beginning (asking “what should we do first'') and

created a steering committee and local working groups where locals could be leaders.

 

 

 “New forms of collaboration and new methods for connecting and motivating

actors such as landowners and entrepreneurs, and identifying investors, were

central in the pilot project in Arendal.”

 

Lisbeth Iversen 

Project leader of the pilot project Sparkling Spaces-Arendal

 

F O T O :  
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The network brings together many different points of view from the different local

stakeholders, often there are discussions and disagreements, but they have learned

how to negotiate and solve conflicts using different tools. They meet four times a

year to co-create the future of Arendal.

Long-term financing for leadership is a struggle since funding schemes always want

new innovative projects and ideas.

Being inclusive is key. They always try to reach new people and new groups.

The project was successful very quickly, and investors came and wanted to build

early on in the city center and build very tall buildings: this created a struggle

between politicians and private investors. Currently, private investors reach out to

the project leader, which organizes workshops with local stakeholders, and then

investors get back to the municipality.

They connected with a variety of institutional partners, which enabled them to reach

a wider variety of actors that might not normally have a chance to connect with

placemaking type projects.  

They had a big enough budget to hire staff to work on community engagement, and

followed a methodological process and created toolkits on their process.

Participation is broad: many voices have been heard in planning processes.

They established an interdisciplinary and cross-sectoral partnership group in

addition to professional groups internally in the municipality, which also contributed

to the project management. In addition, there were a number of ad-hoc working

groups in the city, where cultural- and business actors contributed.

They have a physical space for workshops and meetings called “urban village

community house” which is led and maintained by the steering committee.

The steering committee collaborates closely with people from the planning

department at the municipality and are very involved in the development of the city

center.

Establishment of the International impact HUB - Agder Arendal.

They share and communicate main project results with a broad audience. They use

actively Facebook as communication channel to share main results, research

reports, activities, festivals, workshops etc.

Important factors and challenges.  

Why was it successful?
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LINDERUD COMMUNITY GARDEN 
IN OSLO

Context: 

Linderud Community Garden was chosen as a ‘Living Lab’ project in Oslo, as a part of the

Horizon 2020 European project “Edible Cities Network.” The project has funding from the

European Commission for 5 years, and focuses on enabling urban agriculture initiatives in

Oslo and showcases their social and economic values. The project also aims to create

opportunities for citizens and entrepreneurs, facilitate knowledge transfer to empower local

citizens and utilize existing but undervalued resources.

Summary: 

The project was initiated by the municipality of Oslo (Agency for Urban Environment) within

their role in the Edible Cities Network project, in cooperation with an NGO partner (the

Linderud Farm museum, where the project takes place), a social enterprise partner

(Nabolagshager), a university (Oslo Metropolitan University), a research institute (Norwegian

Institute of Bioeconomy Research), and with support from the local district public

administration (Bjerke District). The project implemented a community garden on a field on

the historical Linderud farm, which had been fallow for many years. The community garden

included space for businesses (test beds for start-ups working on urban agriculture), social

organizations (small test beds to work with social challenges through gardening), a

member-based community supported agriculture garden, a meadow project, an open

community garden space, and a space gardened by the Nature High School.

P H O T O :  L I N D E R U D  N Æ R M I L J Ø H A G E
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The project aimed to create a natural outdoor meeting space on the farm for the local

neighbourhood, and for arranging community events and activities to strengthen community

relationships and identity, and build a feeling of ownership in the area.

Performance: 

The project planned community engagement very early in the process, by mapping local

demographics and meeting with the local public administration to connect with active local

organizations with members from diverse backgrounds. The project’s goals were social

inclusion and local ownership, with youth, women, and locals from immigrant backgrounds

as key target groups. The project leaders reached out to these groups by targeting

organizations of immigrant women (such as the local ‘District mothers association’ and

‘Active Women in Bjerke’), as well as by applying for co-funding to hire local immigrant

background youth for spring and summer jobs on the farm. Clearer and more formal roles

for these groups would strengthen local ownership for the future (for example through

creating topic-specific working groups that meet at the nearby indoor library space

throughout the year). The project has been communicated to the local community both

through formal and informal channels: community boards, social media, and the farm

website, as well as through word-of-mouth through youth and local groups. The general

public has been able to give input in local community meetings and at regular events. 

P H O T O :  B Y M I L J Ø E T A T E N
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Connecting with local institutional partners has been a key goal which will hopefully

enable the project to continue after the European funding ends (August 2023).

Currently there are connections with the local elementary school and high school,

but no clear formal roles for these partners.

The member-based community supported agriculture garden (with subsidized

memberships for low income families) has been essential in bringing in ongoing

maintenance and volunteers, particularly because of the involvement of the local

‘District mothers association.’

Creating space for target groups to have ownership has been challenging, since

the users who have time and resources to volunteer (or commit to a risky start-up

test-bed) are generally young higher income Norwegians or Western Europeans.

Ongoing participation by local community members will be piloted this year through

regular meetings at a space in the local shopping center co-run by the district

office and Deichman libraries, where working groups will be created for specific

tasks.  

The project had a big enough budget to hire a staff member to work part time on

community engagement for the first year.

The partner staff worked together on co-funding applications, so that they could

hire local youth and host large free events for the community to come and

experience the new meeting space and give input.

Important factors and challenges:

Why was it successful?

 

“Being a part of the summer job

program gave me the opportunity to

learn new skills that I can use in

searching for future jobs… I was so

happy to work together with other

youth with similar interests and

made many new friends and

contacts through the network at

Linderud.” 

 

Youth participant in the summer job

program at Linderud community

garden

 F O T O :  L I N D E R U D  N Æ R M I L J Ø H A G E
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The majority of placemaking

initiatives are led by NGOs.

Connecting with a local

institutional partner is

beneficial for long term

maintenance.

Most partners played roles in

implementation but less so in

decision-making processes.

BU LGAR I A

MAIN CONCLUSIONS

L E A D E R S H I P ,  
 P A R T N E R S H I P S ,

A N D  
 A C C O U N T A B I L I T

Y

Most projects fail to articulate

roles for the partners or

volunteers, and partnerships tend

to be led by one actor who

delegates tasks to other partners. 

Projects mostly failed to share

lessons learnt with the community

or have follow up workshops on

what had happened with the

project, how the input was

integrated, and the challenges

that they faced.

NORWAY

P A R T I C I P A T I O N ,
E N G A G E M E N T ,

A N D  I N C L U S I O N

The participation level of local

residents is limited to

consultation, and making

decisions during

implementation (level 4 on

Arnstien’s ladder of

participation).

There is a wide variety of ways

in which the placemaking

initiatives enable local people

to get involved.

 

Most participation tends to

fall between levels 4 and 5 on

Arnstein’s ladder of citizen

participation.

There are a wide variety of

ways in which the

placemaking initiatives

engage target groups.

 

Prior to planning the projects,

many of the projects that

were successful in our

research began with a process

of collecting background

information and mapping the

space to be transformed.

 

The majority of projects were

aware of and aimed to

connect with the local history

and culture of the area where

the project was taking place.

 

Many placemakers seem to

have the goal of changing the

local identity, creating

ownership, and enhancing

civic voice, but they do not

often explicitly state the goals

in these terms.

 

A service model (for example

having the municipality hire

social enterprises to execute

placemaking projects) is

becoming more common, and

a good model for sustainable

projects.

 

 
P L A N N I N G ,

O B J E C T I V E S  A N D
C O M M U N I C A T I O N

 
 

S U S T A I N A B I L I T Y
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ANNEX -  Full Research Methodology here
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